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3 New Ways to Engage
Your Sponsors
Like any good team, a strong relationship between
you and your sponsors will drive success. Make sure
your events keep them coming back!
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Use Technology to Bridge the Gap
The relationship you have with your event sponsors and exhibitors is changing: with the
now-indispensable mobile apps that help your attendees explore the event, you can
promise—and deliver—compelling, measurable benefits for your sponsors.
It's easier all around to drive an event's
success using mobile app technology. And
that success is propelled by the coordinated
work you and your sponsors perform
together. In this white paper we'll show you
how to get your sponsors and exhibitors to
engage with attendees, taking advantage of
the features in your mobile app. It makes a
better experience for everyone!
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Set Your Sponsors up to Work (by giving them data)
Your approach to event sponsors, in the early days of your relationship, probably looks
a lot like old-fashioned sales. You propose the benefits of a presence at your event and
work with a sponsor to hash out the details of the relationship.
But your mutual success is in both of your hands. When the doors open, the
sponsors expect foot traffic to their booths and eyeballs on their ad banners.
If you can motivate sponsors to help achieve this goal through specific
actions during the conference, everyone will be happier with the results.

You have a powerful tool to get sponsors
in the mood to engage with attendees: With
basic data from your mobile app, you should
be able to tell prospective sponsors and
exhibitors how many views and clicks a
banner in your app has historically been able
to deliver, and to show foot traffic and
engagement in various areas of the floor plan.
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Digital data like this gives you leverage when you're selling, and to make your vision
come to fruition (which is the secret to building a loyal sponsor base who will come
back to every event, buying bigger packages) you will need to set the expectation that
the sponsor will put in some effort.
People are comfortable with being held accountable.
Tell your sponsors that you'll need their help to hit these
goals—and then wow them with the features your mobile event
app has to support their efforts.

Pro-Tip #1

Gamify your event with an in-app
scavenger hunt

How Would You Like to:
Drive measurable traffic to sponsor
booths?
Lay out easy ways for attendees to
interact?

With gamification, you tap into various
human motivation strategies developed and
tested in game play, specifically in the video

Increase session audiences?

game industry. These strategies appeal to

Push attendees to share event details
on social media?

more than just gamers, though—they touch

Motivate your audience to consume
your sponsors’ content during and
after the event?
Get more people to use your mobile
app, and get them to use it more?

on elemental human incentive and, when
executed well, can be very effective to
influence behavior.
(And gamification is fun!)
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Adding a gamification component to your event is easy with built-in features in mobile
event apps. You can use a scavenger hunt to prompt visitors to network, learn, interact
with sponsors and exhibitors, and move throughout the physical space.

It can work like this: You hide QR codes around the event, including
exhibitor booths, the rooms where panels and presentations will be, and
even on moving objects (like a hat worn by a sponsor representative). Your
attendees are challenged to find and scan the codes, and their success in
doing so wins them a prize.

This is about as basic as it gets.
This type of scavenger hunt can be very effective in moving
attendees around and encouraging them to interact. Most
importantly, it gives your sponsors a chance to connect with
visitors, which is exactly why they're partnering with your event!
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A Quick Case Study

Guidebook worked with PAX Prime, a large expo held annually in Seattle, to develop a
gamified in-app scavenger hunt sponsored by Mountain Dew and Doritos.

110 QR codes were hidden around the
conference, worth varying amounts of points.
Visitors could spend points in a "marketplace"
and collect t-shirts, sunglasses, skateboards,
headphones and more.
Attendees who saved up all their points until the
end were able to attend a party with a pro
auctioneer and bid on Xbox Ones with their points.
(30 lucky attendees went home with Xboxes!)
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A Quick Case Study

Tips for a Successful Scavenger Hunt
Make it clear. Make sure the rules of
the game are clear, and that you
deliver on the promise. Your attendees
are playing along, so keep the rules fair
Make it worth it. When deciding what
types of prizes to offer, consider your
audience and the level of effort to win
the game. The reward should be
something worth playing for, and
ideally it should appeal to an
individual, not a company. For
example, at a professional event the
prize may be a free drink at the event
bar or some cool sponsor swag—not a
discount on an expensive software
package.

Mountain Dew and Doritos
succeeded in sending visitors all over
the event and getting them really
excited about the brand and the expo.
Over 6,000 people participated in the
game, and the sponsors gave away
thousands of goodies.
Even if you're not running a big
consumer event like PAX Prime you

Push social. Your sponsors want buzz
outside of the walls of the conference
center, and they want the conversation to
continue after the event has ended. Pre-fill
an (editable) game-related or sponsor
hashtag in the Twitter text field of your
in-app social media portal. Encourage
attendees to tweet when they collect
points and when they collect a prize.

and your sponsors can benefit from
gamification.
For a successful scavenger hunt that
appeals to as many attendees as
possible, consider these tips:

Measure your game's success. If you
execute well, the promise of a game
should be a big selling point for your next
event.
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Pro-Tip #2

Share feedback so sponsors
can optimize

You and your sponsors have a complementary two-way relationship. If your event
brings them value, they'll look forward to signing up next time—and there's a good
chance you're registering next-event sponsors right there on the show floor. You're
expecting more than just dollars from your exhibitors, so look to them to increase the
value of your event in a measurable way.

Collecting attendee feedback is an important way for you to understand
how aspects of your event are performing, then communicate this to your
sponsors so they can adapt to create a better attendee experience.

Using the feedback feature in your event's

If the feedback indicates room to improve,

mobile app, prompt attendees to weigh in

your sponsors and exhibitors will

on exhibitors' promotions, their booth

appreciate the heads up. If it’s positive,

representatives' approaches, and the

make sure your sales team references the

organization of the event as a whole.

success your event has brought for your

Because feedback is collected in real-time,

sponsors when you’re signing up slots

you can use what you learn to help your

for the next event.

exhibitors be more effective at engaging
with visitors now.
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Push messages can be used to convey real-time urgent information, but use them
sparingly. No more than 2-3 messages should be sent to your attendees in a given
day—any more than that, and your messages become less important
(plus, your attendees won't like it).
Don't inundate your attendees with too
many questions. Gather feedback that will
help you react to immediate situations and
optimize your events in the future.

Strong Sample Questions
How long did you wait in line to have
your photo taken in the [Sponsor]
booth?
How would you rate your experience
interacting with the [Sponsor] team
members?
How would you rate the lunchtime
keynote speaker?
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Pro-Tip #3

Get the most out of banner ads

Traditionally, your event sponsors wanted visual real estate on handouts and programs,
and within the physical location of the event. Bidding for various types of prominence
was something of a science.
Now your attendees' attention is focused on their mobile apps. Visitors will interact
with the app to look up schedules, make to-do lists, find their way around on
interactive maps and explore the area outside the venue.

You'll still be selling physical ad space, but
mobile app banners and launch pages have
incredible benefits to your sponsors. You

Best of all, as an event director you

can make late-in-the-game changes easily

may be able to recoup the costs of

(try that with a vinyl banner or a stack of

your mobile app just by selling a few

10,000 flyers) and you can measure an

sponsor app banners.

ad's success with metrics about
impressions, clicks and user engagement.
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To help your sponsors get the most out of this type of ad space, help them understand
that delivering clicks is only part of the equation. They'll want to engage with the
attendees they collect through banner ads in a very specific way. Coach your
sponsors to use targeted, event-specific follow up for leads collected, and potentially
even a real-time follow-up to schedule meetings on-site before the event ends.
You can look to the discipline of display advertising for cues about how to make your
sponsors successful with an in-app banner campaign. Here are some of the basics:

Display Advertising 101
A clean, clear call-to-action: If you
have a button on your banner ad, a
user should have a compelling reason
to click.
Simple design that will communicate
a lot on a small screen.
Metered repetition: Don't sell more
than 3 ad banners. Your sponsors
want exclusivity, and your banners will
be more successful when they're seen
multiple times.

If you have more ideas, we want to hear them!
sales@guidebook.com | 650.319.7233
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A Package Deal: Tell Your
Event Sponsors What to Buy
Design compelling packages that increase value
for everyone (4 package ideas!)
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Squash Choice-Paralysis
You’ve seen it: an overwhelming event sponsorship document that resembles a sushi order
form. A long list of options and prices, no clear hierarchy, shared with all potential partners.
Oh boy, where do I sign?
Too many undifferentiated choices can

“When people are given a moderate

immobilize a buyer. Your sponsors are more

number of options (4 to 6) rather than a

likely to stick around–and more likely to be

large number (20 to 30), they are more

creatively upsold–when you put in the time to

likely to make a choice...[They] are

make a specific package recommendation.

more confident in their decisions, and
are happier with what they choose.”

Give them a small number of choices, all
centered around general themes. Lasting

Sheena Iyengar

sponsor relationships depend on

Columbia Professor
The Art of Choosing

customization and a memorable experience.

Wrap It All Up
Package themes resonate with brands; make it easier for sponsors to see the value, and
inspire creativity in your event team. Check out these 4 fully-baked sponsor package ideas.
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01

The Audience
Interaction Package

QR code
scavenger hunt

Sponsored sport
or challenge

One of the greatest ways to get

A creatively themed “leisure area” can give

event-goers to interface with sponsors?

your sponsors more opportunity to

Give them a reason to explore the venue.

interface directly with guests.

Your mobile event app should support
gamification, and a scavenger hunt game
The 2014 Opticon conference offered

is one of the simplest (and most

a unique sponsorship opportunity:

effective) ways to guarantee booth

running the rooftop bocce court
overlooking a San Francisco cityscape.

Post QR codes throughout the venue and
challenge your guests to scan them all in
exchange for a prize. The Audience
Interaction Package assures this sponsor
that her booth will be a target for QR code
hunters.
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Analytics Pros, who sponsored the attraction, took it one step further by
running a real-time leaderboard of the top performers, powered by a
Kinect that tracked the position of the balls in play. The game generated
social buzz, and attendees repeatedly returned to the area to check the
leaderboard. It’s a pitch-perfect story of sponsor interaction!
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The “Way to the Heart is
Through the Belly” Package

Nibbles at the
ping pong table

Tweet for
ice cream

Everyone loves
a biergarten

Free food triggers a response in eventgoers

event. Trays of one-handed foods in the

that can only be described as “extremely

ping-pong will help your attendees unwind

positive”. Challenge the convention of the

and recharge. (You could offer logo-

sponsored keynote luncheon by offering a

emblazoned paddles too.)

sponsor package of memorable treats.
This package gives your sponsor exclusive
rights to the most fun and wellcoordinated snacks and drinks at the
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For the ice cream promotion, your mobile app includes an ice
cream cone icon – what could be more enticing? – and prompts
guests to tweet for ice cream using the hashtag for your event
along with the sponsor’s name. They get dominion over the ice
cream booth as well.

Finally, and this goes without saying: the one with the free beer
usually has the most friends. Beer sponsorships - whether it’s a
“biergarten” with multiple locations around the exhibit hall or a
post-session social – are effective and maintain a high perceived
value to your attendees.
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03

The Ever-Desirable
Bling Package

Badge
lanyards

Branded
wearables

Photo
booth

This sponsor package is all about

WiFi
network

A fun, desirable wearable item like crazy

branding. It’s a good candidate for a sponsor

Kanye shutter shades are sure to feature in

with a recognizable logo and color scheme

photos taken at the branded photo booth.

and a well-known slogan.
And finally, there’s no better place to place
a clever slogan than right into the air, with
An old standard, the badge lanyard, is

a sponsored wifi title. Just make sure the

valuable because every attendee and

connection is stable to provide a positive

sponsor must wear one (often while

brand association.

promoting their own competing offering).
What makes the Bling Package pop,
however, is the combined branding power
of multiple touchpoints.
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04

The Technophile
Package

Mobile
banner ads

Interactive
walls

Charging
valet

Perfect for a sponsor with a tech edge, this

app – clickable to any web destination –

package will wow attendees by putting the

gives your sponsors a direct digital way to

brand at their fingertips.

interact with the event audience.

Mobile banner ads are dynamic,
measurable, and easily editable for
last-minute strategy tweaks. Your
attendees are focused on their phones
throughout the experience–texting,
checking email and using social media.
They’re navigating the event app to
manage to-do lists, connect with other
attendees, and check the map. Putting a
set of sponsor banners right into the
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Interactive walls are big draws at events, because they’re visually eye-catching
and they encourage guests to be creative.

Your sponsor can go simple by projecting
social media and a photo feed onto a screen,
or they can offer a virtual graffiti wall, where
guests can spray infrared “paint”, freestyle or
stenciled, and photograph the result with their
smart phones.

When guests’ mobile batteries are dying from all this digital fun, your
Technophile sponsor can host a charging valet, where attendees can
leave their phones to charge – watched over by a guard, of course.
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8 Ways to Sell In-App
Sponsorships
Generate revenue with your mobile event app.
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Mobile sponsor ads are dynamic, measurable, and easily editable for last-minute strategy
tweaks. We'll show you how sponsors can advertise – right at attendees' fingertips!

Why mobile ads?
It’s easy to incorporate a sponsor into a
mobile app. There are no printing costs, no
editing costs, and no booth setup fees.
It’s more valuable to the sponsor.
When an attendee sees an ad in a printed
program, she has no ability to get more
information or to take action. But if a user
see a sponsor banner that catches her
attention in a mobile app, she can click on it
to get more information about the sponsor,
fill out a contact form, follow a map to the
booth, or even make a purchase.
ACTION
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How much should you sell them for?
We get this question a lot. There aren't any official guidelines for selling in-app
sponsorships, and you can sell them for as much as you want. We suggest you
consider the real value to the sponsor: unlike other types of sponsorships, mobile ads
are clickable, editable and measurable. We've seen them sell for as little as a few
hundred dollars (at a small non-profit conference) to tens of thousands of dollars.
Know your audience!

Tip: To increase value for the sponsor and to
increase your overall revenue, sell sponsorships
as part of a complete sponsor package.

So now you know the value of bringing mobile sponsor ads right into your app. Read on
for great ideas on how to sell your in-app sponsorships.
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01 | Sponsor Banner
This interactive sponsor banner is located at the bottom of the main menu screen. As
users are browsing the app, this ad gets a lot of screen time!
Featuring multiple sponsors? A rotating banner can alternate advertisements for
each sponsor, giving them exposure over the course of an event.

Running a sponsor banner on
Guidebook?
What We Need from Each Sponsor:
Banner advertisement image
600x110 pixels

Image & description for sponsor page
Sponsor website URL or sponsor
details in PDF (max 3 pages)

Clicking on the banner ad directs users to
a sponsor page with a customizable image,
name and description, and a “More Info” link
to additional information – a PDF or webpage.
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02 | Single Sponsor Icon
For a sponsor with a lot of content to share, add an icon right
into the main navigation of your guide.

This module can contain any kind of
information about the sponsor like a list of
products, offers, booth information and more.
Customize the module with sponsor logo,
description, website and PDF links.
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03 | Multiple Sponsor Module
A group of sponsors can be featured under an icon labeled
"Sponsors". A user perusing this list can see thumbnail logos,
then dig deep to find links and information.

1

2
3

If you’re thinking of running dedicated sponsor icons or
modules with Guidebook, we’ll need large images or
thumbnail logos in these dimensions:

640x240 pixels
120x150

Large images

Thumbnail logos
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04 | Sponsored Event Sessions
Offer sponsorships to specific sessions like keynotes and lunches (this will go great with
those branded cocktail napkins!). For targeted exposure, you can include a sponsor logo at
the top of each session or track.
If you want to offer session sponsorships
using Guidebook, we just need a logo with
these dimensions:

640x240 pixels

Logo

05 | Featured Listing
Distinguish your sponsors by placing them at the top of the list of exhibitors!

Offer platinum or gold status to your star
sponsors to bump up where they appear in
the sponsor list.
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06 | Sponsor Tweets
What if attendees' tweets about your event included
a sponsor's Twitter handle or hashtag?

You can pre-fill a handle or hashtag into
the in-app Twitter tool. Users can delete it if
they want, but if it's relevant, a large percent
of them won't. There's a huge amount of
possibility here!

07 | Sponsored Poll

Give sponsors the opportunity to get feedback and gain insights
from event attendees through a sponsor-created poll. Or ask users
to submit their contact information to be reached by your

Feedback in real-time is immensely valuable.
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08 | Scavenger Hunt
Your attendees can engage with sponsors as they scan QR codes placed at sponsor
booths and throughout the event to complete a customizable message and win a prize.
Best of all, there's little to no work for you or the sponsor – just leave it to us!

We wrote an article on getting
the most out of your event app game.
Check it out here!

Selling in-app sponsorships is an easy way to make some extra revenue while making
your sponsors happy, and they should be part of a larger sponsor program. If you have
more ideas, we want to hear them! sales@guidebook.com | 650.319.7233
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